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Local

SIRHAN DESIRES PLEA OF GUILTY

National

CEDY FORMS COMMITTEE TO TABLE PROTEST BILLS

DEVIY TO SPEAK TO YOUNG REPUBLICANS

FACULTY SPEAKERS NEEDED FOR MARCH 4 PUBLICITY

DRAFT INFORMATION SERVICE OPENS IN HOUSTON TALL

National

Yardley Bouled at the University of Pennsylvania (YU), announced Tuesday the board of trustees has rescinded the 1969 re-election chances of Dean Attorney Arturo Scherer.

KENNEDY PROPOSES OVERHAUL OF DRAFT

Washington — Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass., Tuesday proposed a major overhaul of the draft, called "the last and final step in the solution of the Vietnam problem," by asking the Senate to make the draft conscription system voluntary and a "tax on everyone." It was a new demand by the Democratic senator to stop the war in Southeast Asia. He added.

IRISH DESIRES PLEA OF GUILTY

The College faculty Tuesday failed to endorse unanimously the recommendation of an Overseers Committee as instruction for changes in the course requirements.

The faculty met at a closed session in College Hall 300, with Dr. Werner L. Gundersheimer, chancellor of the university, as chairman until the meeting's conclusion.

The proposals included a reduction of course requirements which would lower the total course load to 34. The meeting, attended by 100 faculty, was predominantly from the English and History departments, which are the largest at Temple.

The proposal was opposed by many people, who wanted a greater emphasis on course requirements.

The committee had recommended the cancellation of the "zero" and "10"-per-cent rule for students in all classes which had passed English 102 and 202.

The vote in College Hall 300 also suggests that some observers that the students themselves should be more effective in determining basic decisions among the academic community. This view was expressed in the Wednesday, February 26, 1969, edition of the Daily Pennsylvanian, Wednesday, February 26, 1969, Edition, which added to the conviction that the students' decisions should be given more weight in the future.
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Hopeless Harrisburg

By MARK LIEBERMAN

In the House, 15 Representatives led by the then-Joseph Buck, a Pennsylvania from Allegheny County would create three-supported or three-chaired schools—the latter category including the University of Pennsylvania all students who “disrupt or stop the educational process.”

Joseph Buck’s 1971 bill, which the Senate retaliated with one prolific, but equally prolific, “representation” could be further entrenched. The Senate is largely a rural state, and its situation adequately, and that its effect is to take away the students and must be taught how to think by the chairmen of the same is necessary in Harrisburg.

The defensive Intelligence Agency (DIA) is a unique, independent organization responsible for gathering, analyzing, and interpreting information to meet diverse intelligence needs of the nation’s leaders. The nature and scope of its activities are shaped by the changing opportunities in geography and technology, and are continually evolving to meet the needs of research and analysis.

The Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) is an independent agency supervised by the Director of National Intelligence and is responsible for the collection and analysis of foreign military intelligence. The agency operates in a complex and challenging environment, with a focus on providing timely and accurate information to support national security decisions. The DIA conducts research and analysis in various fields, such as military, political, and economic topics, to provide insights and recommendations to policymakers.

The DIA employs a diverse workforce, including military intelligence officers, civilians, and students, to support its mission. Students can gain valuable experience and exposure to the field of intelligence through internships and other opportunities. The agency provides a unique opportunity to learn about national security and intelligence operations, and to contribute to the nation's defense and security.

The DIA values diversity and encourages applications from all qualified individuals. Students interested in pursuing careers in intelligence are encouraged to explore opportunities with the DIA, and to apply for internships or other positions.

For more information about the Defense Intelligence Agency and its programs, visit their website or contact the agency directly. The DIA is committed to supporting students and young professionals in pursuing careers in the field of intelligence.
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— A pensive view —

Laughing in Harrisburg

The House of Representatives’ leaders seem to have turned the sit-in into a joke. The students’ leader, Paul Phillips, said that the police were treating the demonstrators as if they were principal offenders. The students were allowed to sit in, at their initiative, without permission from anyone. The police then arrested them, and the students became the principal offenders as if they were principal offenders.
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SATIRE TO SUBLET FROM APRIL 1 TO GIRL $2.60 PER HOUR. SURVEY NOON.

WORK IN PLACEMENT OFFICE. NUMBER OF HOURS AND

TYPIST - ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER. MANY ON CAMPUS. BARGAIN RENT, FURNITURE INVESTMENT.

RECTIFIED FOR FORM, ETC. FAST SERVICE. MRS. ROBBINS 3599.

NEW KITCHEN, BACK YARD; UNFURNISHED - $95/MONTH.

THE RUBBERSTAMPS OF THE CENTER FOR HUMAN EXPRESSION.

PASPORT AND IDENT. PHOTOS. COLOR.

LETS SLAVE IN COLLEGE HALL LAST SATURDAY.

LENOSE FOOD? WE DON'T

OTHER PENN NOTABLES, WE

143 BRANDS OF ICE COLD BEER

STUDENTS $1.50

DEAN JOSEPH D. MYERS, CHAIRMAN OF THE DEPARTMENT OF AUXILIARY SERVICES, THE UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA, ANNOUNCED THE FORMATION OF AN ADVISORY COMMITTEE TO HELP ADMINISTRATION TO ATTEND TO THE NEEDS OF STUDENTS AND TO SUGGEST COORDINATING MEANS FOR THE EFFECTIVE DELIVERY OF UNIVERSITY SERVICES.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION COME TO

ATTENTION DP STAFF

ALL MONEY FOR THE BANQUET MUST BE PAID BY FEB. 28TH. NO RESERVATIONS WILL BE ACCEPTED AFTER THAT DATE.

Rieber comments on relation of sit-in to March 4 activities

BY LYNN ZILCH AND JOHN TALMADGE

According to Dr. Alfred Keler, chairman of the history department, March 4 was "more idealistic than the man in the street," about violence they are also

PASSPORT AND IDENT. PHOTOS. COLOR.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION COME TO

THE UNDERSTANDING BETWEEN FACULTY AND STUDENTS IS IMPORTANT TO THE SMOOTH RUNNING OF THE UNIVERSITY. IT IS ESSENTIAL THAT WE WORK TOGETHER.

THE WORLD OUTSIDE

PARIS, PENNA.

BEAU-EVAN AND PLAYING "GUSTEN GRASS" IN THE COMMUNITY THEATER AT THE THEATRE IN THE SQUARE. COMMUNITY THEATER AT THE THEATRE IN THE SQUARE. COMMUNITY THEATER AT THE THEATRE IN THE SQUARE.

WANTED

AIRCRAFT SIMULATOR PILOTS

WE NEED EXPERIENCED 

FEMALE OR MALE

HILLEL FOUNDATION

ELECTION OF STUDENT COUNCIL

WILL BE HELD

THURSDAY, FEB. 27, NOON-7 P.M.

AT HILLEL (202 S. 36TH ST.)

Life in the cramped quarters of the girls' dormitories, lack of food, and the inability to project a semblance of intellectual integrity into the world of the city were all factors in their decision. The students felt that the dormitories were not conducive to learning and that the food was not adequate for their needs.

Dr. Russell P. Sebold, chairman of the Department of History, predicted that the "newly expanded" peace talks would be more difficult than those held last year. He said that the "newly expanded" peace talks would be more difficult than those held last year. He said that

"The world outside" is an essential part of the collegiate experience. It is necessary for students to be exposed to different cultures and perspectives in order to develop a well-rounded understanding of the world.
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The New Folk

Concert at the Philadelphia Eagles, 202 S. 36th St., 8:30 P.M. $1.50.

Carpes Crusade

Concert at the Philadelphia Eagles, 202 S. 36th St., 8:30 P.M. $1.50.

Antai sit-in

(Continued from page 1)

Several faculty members suggested that the sit-in had been inspired by the foreign language departments. The Division of Foreign Languages and Literatures, which includes the Department of History, was one of the departments recommended for closure.

The Anti-Sit-in Committee, which was formed to counteract the sit-in, met on February 23 to discuss the situation and to formulate a strategy. The committee decided to hold a rally on February 24 to demonstrate public support for the university.

The rally was well-attended, with thousands of students and faculty members in attendance. The evening was marked by speeches from several speakers, including President Joseph D. Myers, who announced plans to implement further budget cuts and to eliminate more departments.

The Anti-Sit-in Committee continued to meet regularly and to press for the reinstatement of the departments that had been closed. They also called for the resignation of President Myers.

In March, the university announced plans to close additional departments and to lay off faculty members. This led to further protests and sit-ins, and the situation escalated into a full-scale strike. The strike lasted for several weeks, with the university and the sit-in committee negotiating a settlement.

Eventually, a compromise was reached, and the university agreed to reinstate the closed departments and to meet some of the sit-in committee's demands. The strike was ended, and the university and the sit-in committee continued to negotiate over the remainder of the demands.
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**Frosh five out to tame Tigers in season's final home contest**

By Mark Schlesinger

Small role in a sliver, shiny place. The only thing that brightens it is the 5-2 record. The Owl men have compiled a 2-5 record this season. Their last win came over Stonybrook, Denver, Pitt, and Rutgers, while their losses were to Temple, Cornell, Stanford, and Princeton. Three of their 14 decisions have been by forfeit, and only good one by a 16-17 decision to Princeton.

Tommy Karl rides the three forwards to 5-2 record this season. Their last win came over Stonybrook, Denver, Pitt, and Rutgers, while their losses were to Temple, Cornell, Stanford, and Princeton. Three of their 14 decisions have been by forfeit, and only one by a 16-17 decision to Princeton.

The Quakers, the by-kick team in the hands of the third-place Harvard Crimson, are one of the best teams in the country competing. As a junior, the Philadelphia University grapplers will have a claim to some honors. One of the leading fencers in the country compete, he showed his laurels. He went on to gain the 145-pound title. He was third in the Easterns last year.
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